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Dear Field Staff colleagues,
I hope you are all keeping safe and well during
these uncertain and challenging times.
The global response to the COVID-19
pandemic is a moment in history and a defining
moment for the responsible travel industry. For
some of us, the last two weeks and the ones to
follow will be the most challenging we have
experienced in our professional, as well as
personal, lives.
There is of course a great deal of uncertainty
ahead during this pandemic, but I have been
moved by the incredible professionalism and
resilience you have demonstrated in the short
time it has taken for our lives to change.
You had a whole new set of expectations to manage among your guests at the end of this season,
and there’s simply no FOM entry for pandemic response.
IAATO has been supporting operators as they navigate through this trying situation, but your
support for the guests and the reassurance you offered will have made a lasting impact on their
memory of this extraordinary event.
Now is the time for us to look after our health and those closest to us. Be safe, and be well.
Lisa Kelley
Director of Operations and Government Affairs; Deputy Executive Director
International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators

IAATO Announces Appointment of New
Executive Director
The International Association of Antarctica Tour
Operators (IAATO) has announced the appointment of
Gina Greer as Executive Director. Gina will lead the
Secretariat and work with IAATO’s Executive Committee
to further the association’s mission of advocating and
promoting safe, environmentally responsible privatesector travel to Antarctica.
Previously a partner at global business advisory and
consulting firm, Deloitte, Gina brings with her more than
20 years of experience interpreting regulatory and
business issues, identifying challenges and developing
operational strategies to address them; qualities which
will benefit IAATO as it continues to manage the
challenges ahead. Mark Van der Hulst, Chair of IAATO’s
Executive Committee said: “We are delighted to confirm Gina as the association’s Executive
Director. She brings to the role a broad range of experience in leadership in regulatory and
operational fields, managing growing teams and developing strategy-led solutions to emerging
challenges, as well as a passion for environmental issues and conservation.
“With Gina as Executive Director supported by IAATO’s Deputy Executive Director and Director
of Operations and Government Affairs, Lisa Kelley, our organization will have a strong and
proficient senior management team. This combination gives IAATO an exceptional blend of
business skills with many years of operational experience with which to lead its members in their
commitment to managing for industry growth and enhancing our robust environmental standards.”
Find out more about Gina here.

News from The Citizen
Science Collective
NASA GLOBE Clouds | Antarctic Cloud
Observations Update
More than 310 cloud observations have been submitted from
Sept 2019 – March 2020. Thank you to all participants. We also
received several photographs of haze and large walls of fog, which
help us better interpret satellite observations, particularly in hazy and
foggy conditions.
It is difficult to detect in satellite observations what is happening in the lower 1km of the
atmosphere, especially right above the ocean. So, the question always is whether the cloud is
actually hovering over the ocean (fog) or if it is all the way right above the ocean surface (haze),
i.e. is it clear between the ocean and the cloud deck, or does it really go all the way to the ocean
surface.
Using the photographs submitted by all you citizen scientists and relating them to the
respective concurrent satellite observation helps us interpret the satellite observations more
effectively. A better understanding of the details happening in the Southern Oceans will lead
to an enhanced understanding of clouds and aerosols in the climate, and improved
understanding of the ocean-atmosphere interactions that will hopefully allow researchers to
fine-tune the interpretation/change climate predictions.

Cloud observations from Antarctica have also been highlighted in social media (see pic below)
and a new publication has recently been released, highlighting that all your observations are
really making a difference in identifying what happens right above the ocean (hard to observe
situations with satellites).
Colón Robles, M., Amos, H. M., Dodson, J. B., Bouwman, J., Rogerson, T. M., Bombosch,
A., Farmer, L., & Taylor, J. E. (2020). Clouds around the world: How a simple data challenge
became a worldwide success. Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, in press.

So, thank you again for all your efforts this season. If you want to get involved even more, NASA
is also interested in Collecting Photographs of High Latitude Dust Events (50-90°N and 40-90°S)

Researchers studying high latitude dust are interested in photographs of dust events to groundtruth satellite observation and model predictions.
Reporting a dust event is easy. Use your Globe Clouds App, follow the steps above, take a
photograph of the horizon in the direction of the event, submit your observations, done.
More information can be found here.
Thank you – and happy science-ing!

On the IAATO Blog this month...

Today, being a woman and taking a hands-on approach to research is not the rarity it once was
and I am heartened to be joined by increasing numbers of female scientists on polar expeditions
with every year that goes by.
5-minute read | As with science itself, the role of women in polar sciences has evolved – and we
should ensure it continues to do so, writes Glaciologist Evelyn Dowdeswell

Ice-breaker
Susan Adie | Expedition Operations Manager, G Adventures

How long have you been working in the Antarctic?
My first season to Antarctica was 1992. And there were no other ships there while we were there.
It felt like totally unknown wilderness – like we had left Earth and landed on some unknown
planet!
What areas of Antarctica have you worked in?
Mostly as a guide lecturer and Expedition Leader in the Peninsula and on east and west coast,
but also the Ross Sea and a trip from Africa to Australia what they call the Far Side.
What do you love most about your job?
I love opening doors of understanding for other people. For our guests, many of whom are
extremely educated but never really thought much about nature, perhaps they have lived in
cities all their life, worked in office buildings and focused on activities or events that were mostly
inside. So, while they look out and say nature is beautiful, they lack an understanding of some of
the basic concepts like the food web or food chain.
The other component to that is being a mentor. Over the years I have had a lot of opportunity to
train new guides, expedition staff and expedition leaders and I have been extremely proud of
finding people who would excel at that and then providing the platform for them to succeed.
And what do you find most challenging?
The most challenging aspect of this work are, or can be, the unrealistic expectations of some of
our guests. They see the documentaries; they see the photography of professionals who have
spent a lifetime in pursuit of what they are showing us and some guests want a similar experience.
Or do not understand that nature is unpredictable and we have no control over it.
What is the biggest lesson you’ve learned while working in Antarctica?
That, while I am minuscule and a wee little minor part of this world, what each and every one of
us does can have a major impact. Humans are the most destructive force on Earth and each step
we take, affects everything else. We have a choice to have a good or a negative impact on our
world.
Our visits, our time in Antarctica must be used to have a good impact on our world. And I have
always felt education is one of the tools that we have been given the ability to use as a tool for
growth, for understanding and ultimately for advancement of the individual and the gift that we
may give to others.
Tell us about a special polar memory...
Do you have that much time? How do I sort out just one? Do I focus on wildlife, ice, scenery?
I think the most surprising, and the one event I will always carry with me, was in Paradise Bay. We
came into the bay in our Zodiacs - and shut the engines off to listen to the stillness - something
we always do. But this one particular morning, I heard what sounded like a string instrument
coming from high up in the mountains. Then there was another from behind me, lower down,
and it began and continued for five minutes. The surrounding ice-covered hills were moving and
they sounded like a symphony of string instruments; five or six of them at a time, all playing a
different tune with a different key at a different pace. There was only one other Zodiac with me
and we sat with 20 guests listening in amazement as our white world was producing the most
pure concerto ever produced. And, as it had started out of nowhere, so it ended; into the silence
again.
What item(s) do you always pack for your time South?
I keep it simple: clothing to keep me warm and dry.
I make sure to pack an open mind – an open heart and plenty of patience and flexibility.
(Those last two are for the weather and ice).
The music I need comes from nature, the games I want are in the bird and wildlife watching, the
sea and sky provides endless hours of reading material and there is so much to learn from
speaking to other people on board.

Interested in being featured?
Speak to your employer and contact Hayley in the IAATO Secretariat

International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators
50 South County Commons Way, Unit E-5B, South Kingstown, RI, 02879, USA
IAATO is a member organization founded in 1991 to advocate and promote the practice of
safe and environmentally responsible private-sector travel to the Antarctic.

